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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this dissertation is to introduce and record the development of 

Process Safety Management System (PSMS) for the Water-Natural Gas Separation 

System ofUTP Baromia Project. The objective of the project is to develop the PSM 

system along the fourteen elements (6 Process Elements and 8 Database Elements) 

for CompressorV-470 and Water Tank V-450 with accordance to OSHA PSM 

Standard 1910.119. Problem pertaining to Process Safety Management Systems in 

the current practice of PSM implementation is it does not fully involve all of its 

fourteen elements and there are still no tools that can integrate all the PSM elements 

into one practical and effective system where all the information of the company is 

available to be maneuvered. There are basically many scope of work which ranges 

from creating Process Elements for equipments, improvising the PSM interface using 

Microsoft Visual Basic and completing the other Database Elements needed for the 

system to comply with the standards provided by the safety administration. The 

methodology of this project revolves around seeking information from literatures, 

developing the framework for each element, developing the interface for the system 

and fmally gathering data for the compressor V -470 and Water Tank V-450. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

The title of this project is Development of Process Safety Management System 

for Water-Natural Gas Separation System. In this section a brief study and 

introduction on the Process Safety Management System and its element will be 

discussed. The background, problem statement, objectives and scope of work of 

project will also be covered. 

1.1 BACKGROUND 

Safety and Hazard Management is a very crucial element in a process plant 

and is given priority in ahnost all organisations especially chemical plants. Safety 

is defined as the prevention of accidents through tbe use of appropriate 

technologies to identify the hazards of a chemical plant and eliminate them 

before an accident occurs. [1] 

Major chemical plants accidents in the past have been a real eye opener to 

many parties. For instance is the Bhopal Incident which claimed approximately 

3800 lives due to methyl isocyanate (MlC) gas leakage from the Union Carbide 

India Limited (UCIL) plant. Learning from the past, tbe U.S. Occupational Safety 

and Health Administration (OSHA) has issued the Process Safety Management 

(PSM), a regulation which contains requirements for the management of hazards 

associated with processes using highly hazardous chemicals (HHC) to help 

assure safe and healthy workplaces. 

Over the last few years, Process Safety Management Systems (PSMS) has 

evolved into a higher level and this has aided the efforts to prevent chemical 

plant accidents. A Process Safety Management System is an analytical software 

or tool focused on preventing hazards for equipments and processes running in a 

chemical plant. 
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The PSMS currently being developed for the High Gravitational Natural Gas 

Dehumidification System ofUniversiti Teknologi Petronas is being developed 

using Microsoft Visual Basic. The main purpose of developing this system is to 

simplify the work for employee regarding searching and updating information 

about PSM. It complete the PSM element by integrating them where can be more 

effective to manage than the conventional way. [2] 

1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT 

One of the problem pertaining to Process Safety Management Systems is the 

current practice of PSM implementation does not fully involve all of its fourteen 

elements and there are still no tools that can integrate all the PSM elements into one 

practical and effective system where all the information of the company is available. 

To fully develop a Process Safety Management System in a particular 

chemical plant, many studies, assessments and elements which are vital for the 

regulations set by Occupational Safety & Health Administration (OSHA) must be 

included in the system. An important element which includes in PSMS is the Process 

Hazard Analysis. 

Process Hazard Analysis (PHA) is a systematic identification, evaluation and 

mitigation of potential process hazards that could endanger the health and safety of 

humans and cause serious economic loss. [3] Thorough research and study ofPHA 

must be done for each equipment and process to fulfil the safety requirement. 

Thorough research and study of each process elements must be done for each 

equipment and process to fulfil the safety requirement according to OSHA PSM 

Standards (29 CFR 1910.119). 
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1.3 OBJECTIVES 

The objectives of this project are: 

I. To develop Process Safety Information data in accordance with OSHA PSM 

Standard 1910.119(d) for Compressor V-470 and Water Tank V-450 

2. To develop Operating Procedures in accordance with OSHA PSM Standard 

1910.119(f) for Compressor V-470 

3. To develop Mechanical Integrity data in accordance with OSHA PSM 

Standard 1910.1190) for Compressor V-470 and Water Tank V-450 

4. To develop the eight Database Elements in accordance with OSHA PSM 

Standards for the High Gravitational Natural Gas Dehumidification Unit of 

Universiti Teknologi Petronas 

5. To develop and improvise Process Safety Management System Interface and 

data according to OSHA PSM standards for the High Gravitational Natural 

Gas Dehumidification Unit of Universiti Teknologi Petronas 
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1.4 SCOPE OF WORK 

In the project of developing Process Safety Management System for High 

Gravitational Natural Gas Dehumidification Unit there are basically many scope of 

work which ranges from creating Process Elements for equipments, improvising the 

PSM interface using Microsoft Visual Basic and completing the other Database 

Elements needed for the system to comply with the standards provided by the safety 

administration. 

The Process Elements which needs to be developed consists of few vital 

elements to be included such as Process Safety Information, Operating Procedures, 

Mechanical Integrity and Process Hazard Analysis. All these elements will be 

developed for two case studies which are the Compressor V 470 and water tank 

V 450. The information and data needed to develop for the compressor will be 

gathered by implementing various studies and research. 

1.5 RELEVENCY & FEASffiiLITY OF PROJECT 

The project is very relevant to the current implementation of Process Safety 

Systems as it intent is to provide data within the formal structure of a defined 

framework, thus the subject matter experts will more efficiently and effectively act 

and communicate to identity, select and implement appropriate control measures for 

enhanced safety. As such, these programs comprise a framework of formal risk 

management systems for accidental releases of hazardous materials. 

The system needs to comply with all the written regulations under the OSHA 

PSM Standard, and can be pilot tested in the actual system once an initial auditing of 

the performance and compliance of the system has been done. By complying with 

the regulations the objective can be achieved and the system can be incorporated to 

practice. 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 

Process Safety Management (PSM) of Highly Hazardous Chemicals standard, 

29 CFR 1910.119 was established in the United States of America by Occupational 

Safety and Health Administration (OSHA). It is a standard that has been practiced in 

various industries all around the world (U.S OSHA, 1992). It was developed in 

response to the occurrence of large catastrophic accidents such as those at Bhopal 

Incident in 1984 and the Philips and Arco plant incident in the 1990's at USA. These 

major accidents were the incentive that incited OSHA to develop a standard that 

would significantly bound the likelihood of such events repeating. Ahead of the 

applicability, the major significant regulatory requirements ofPSM as published 

include, 14 elements that needs to be complied. 

The primary purpose of PSM standard is to prevent or minimize the 

consequences of a catastrophic release of toxic, reactive, flammable, or explosive 

Highly Hazardous Chemical from a process. It is the only OSHA standard that 

mandates a systems safety approach to controlling hazards and also stands in contrast 

to other OSHA standards that have been bitterly opposed by industry (Mason, 2001) 

It was designed specifically to address employee safety by managing the system that 

attempts to unify multiple individual activities (DeWolf, 2003). The intent is that 

within the formal structure of a defined framework, subject matter experts will more 

efficiently act and communicate to identify, select and implement appropriate control 

measures for enhanced safety. As such, these programs comprise a framework of 

formal risk management systems for accidental releases of hazardous materials. 

M.M Abu Khader (2004) presented that involvement of various elements of 

human and organisational factors and the presence of different interaction levels 

within the working environment can influence safety performance. In developed 

countries, the regulations for the construction of process safety management (PSM) 

and a risk management program (RMP) are well established by the Occupational 

Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) and the Environmental Protection Agency 
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(EPA). These regulations were based on matured and evolved industrial safety 

practices. [ 4] 

Rodger Holsworth (2003) has documented that to achieve the goals and 

objectives established by the management system team and establish a management 

system where actual performance can be measured against documented practice, the 

management system team must: 

1. Determine what management system standards apply to the organization. 

2. Reach a consensus on how to format and structure the overall 

management system. 

For processes to continuously improve, an analysis of processes must be 

performed at various levels within the organization. To measure process variations 

relating to safety, environment and quality, management systems rely on process 

analysis and statistical process control techniques to provide the data required to 

make adjustments or improvements to processes that are not functioning to specified 

requirements. 

OC~!<~rg 

p~~rl 
mt:ll)".-e~ 

~et"Of~ 
1'l!1;1Jr~w-~., 

""~=======--_j 
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Figure I: Management System Development and Implementation Flowchart [5] 

P. John Palmer (2004) documented that The evolution of process hazard 

analysis has occurred within the overall development of the field of process safety 

management or loss prevention, itself a relatively new engineering discipline, and 

has been well documented by those who were present for the entire genesis of the 

field. 

An example PHA was conducted for a process including a feed stream to a 

reactor with a heat exchanger. The example includes specific areas of 

underperforrnance. The large oval over the causes relates to a failure to assess any 

human error or external event issues. Only equipment based causes are included and 

figure 3 below shows the causes. The two smaller ovals on the second cause and 

related safeguard relates to a possible failure to address a cause that could render the 

safeguard ineffective. [6] 

Figure 2: Example of Case Study on Heat Exchanger 

The managements system needs to cover all aspects of the work, throughout its 

complete lifecycle. Resources in this context include the provision of suitably 

qualified staff and would include such issues as training. Auditing is used to ensure 

the various activities of the management system are implemented correctly. This is 

an ongoing activity that continuously strive s for improvement throughout a process 



of iteration. The overall operation of a quality assurance system is depicted in figure 

4 below (Storey, 1996). 

Design r-process 
Develop 1---t £,·aluate 
Product Product 

'----1 ).!odif,· 
process 

Quality Acceptable' 

No 

Figure 3: Design Process Flowchart 

According to clarifications from OSHA, electronic storage or computerized 

storage of records and information required by the PSM standard is permissible as 

long as it is readily accessible and easily understood (29 CFR 1910.119) (OSHA, 

1995). The elements covered for the project are listed below with a brief description 

and its respective OSHA PSM Standard: 

1. Process Safety Information (PSI)- 1910.119(d): Occupational Safety & 

Health Administration (OSHA) states that PSI is "Complete and accurate 

written information concerning process chemicals, process technology, and 

process equipment." It is the information necessary for implementation of all 

other aspects ofPSM. Complete information on every chemical involved in 

the process, including intermediates, is required. Process technology includes 

not only Process Flow Diagrams (PFDs) and Piping & Instrumentation 

Diagrams (P&IDs), but operating and storage conditions as well as operating 

procedures (see below) and operating history (for existing processes). Process 

equipment information should include the underlying codes and standards 

relied upon, in addition to information about the specific equipment used in 

the process. 
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2. Operating Procedures- 1910.119(f): Operating procedures include not only 

the steps for normal operations, but for upset conditions, temporary 

operations, start-up, and shutdown. Very important safety information must 

also be included in operating procedures. Such information includes basic 

hazards of exceeding operational limits, appropriate response to upset 

conditions, safety and health information, and emergency operations. The 

procedures need to be up to date and reliable. They are also a critical element 

in training of personnel. 

3. Mechanical Integrity- Standard 1910.119(j): Employers are required to 

have a written program to ensure the integrity of processes and equipment. 

Aspects include listing applicable equipment, training of maintenance 

personnel, inspection and testing, and maintenance of such systems as 

controls, vessels, piping, safety systems, and emergency systems. 

Development and modifications to the mechanical integrity program should 

be made based on operational experience, relevant codes, and industry 

standards. 

4. Process Hazard Analysis -1910.119 (e): Process Hazard Analysis (PHA) is 

defined as the systematic identification, evaluation, and mitigation of 

potential process hazards that could endanger the health and safety of humans 

and cause serious economic losses associated with processing of hazardous 

chemicals. The main purpose is to identifY hazards that are an inherent 

feature of the process is called hazard identification and besides that to 

evaluate the consequences and likelihood of hazards- is called hazard 

assessment 
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5. Management of Change -1919.119 (1): MOC system requires that any 

change be evaluated prior to its implementation. The level of evaluation can 

depend on the degree of change and its criticality to the safety of the 

operation. In addition to the evaluation and approval of a change, MOC 

requires that suitable training be conducted (if necessary) and the relevant PSI 

be updated. 

6. Pre-Startup Safety Review - 1919.119 (i): The Pre-Startup Safety Review 

is done before startup of a new operation or startup following a change in the 

process. It is a means for ensuring that all essential action items and 

recommendations from the PHA have been completed prior to beginning 

operations. It is also the point at which the design parameters and standards 

used for construction are verified. If training or modifications to PSI are 

necessary, completion of these items is also verified during the PSSR. Startup 

should not be allowed to occur until all safety-critical PSSR items have been 

completed. 
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CHAPTER3:METHODOLOGY 

3.0 PROCEDURE 

The elements in PSM are basically divided into two groups based on the 

characteristics of the elements which are Process Elements & Database Elements 

respectively. For the first half of this final year project, the process elements will be 

developed first and followed with the database elements the next half. The table 

below lists the categories ofPSM elements: 

1) Database Element • Employee Participation 
• Training 
• Contractors 
• Hot Work Permit 
• Incident Investigation 
• Emergency Planning and Response 
• Compliance Audit 
• Trade Secrets 

2) Process Element • Process Safety Information 
• Process Hazard Analysis 
• Operating Procedures 
• Pre-Start -up Safety Review 
• Mechanical Integrity 
• Management of Change 

There are several procedures to be followed in order to progress and achieve the 

objective of the project. The procedures are planned systematically as the semester 

progresses to ensure project completion move as planned within the timeframe. The 

procedure is listed below: 

1. Literature review on the following: 

i. Process Elements ofPSM 

ii. Standards pertaining to PSM Process Element 

2. Develop Framework for Process Elements 

3. Develop data and information for Process Elements from 

experimental work and Operation Manual 

4. Develop the PSM interface based on the framework 

5. Include the data and information for 2 case studies: 
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i. Compressor V-470 

ii. Water Tank V-450 

6. Analyze result and improvise 

7. Thesis Write Up 

3.1 FRAMEWORKS FOR PSM PROCESS ELEMENTS 

Before a particular element is being developed on the Process Safety 

Management System, a framework of the element must be developed initially to ease 

the interface development and avoid from making changes to the fmal interface. 

Other than that, the framework also enables us to have a clear image on how the 

particular element must be developed and the data required for the case studies. 

Below are the frameworks for the elements developed so far before the 

commencement of interface development: 

3.11 Process Safety Information (PSI) Framework 

Chemical Information (2) 

Process Technology (3) 

Legal/Safety Requirements 
(1)(6)(7) 

Equipment Information {1)(4) 

Missing Information (4) {S) 

12 
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NO 

Process Hazard Analysis I 



Regulatory Requirements (29 CFR 1910.119) 

I 1910.119 (d) 5 1910.119 (d)(3)(i)(A)-(H) 

2 1910.119 (d)(l)(i)-(vii) 6 1910.119 (d)(3)(ii) 

3 1910.119 (d)(2)(A)-(E) 7 1910.119 (d)(3)(iii) 

4 1910.119 (d)(2)(ii) 

Explanation of PSI requirements for PSM: 

• Compilation of Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) for each hazardous 

chemicals with addition of Corrosivity Data which are absent in MSDS 

• Include process chemistry of particular equipment including material balance 

• Specify Safe Operating Limits for equipment (i.e. Pressure, Temperature) 

• Include Deviation Consequences which are the effects of not complying the 

safe operating limits for parameters and safety measures for components 

• Specify equipment information such as material of construction, electrical 

classification, relief system, ventilation system, codes and standards. 

The PSI information are organised in a way where it is accessible to perform the 

principal functions intended for it under the OSHA standards. Employee access to all 

information related to PSM must be wide to support the development of other 

process elements of the system. Documentation should exist to verify that existing 

equipment is installed and operated in conformance with accepted practices and 

standards. 
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3.1.2 Operating Procedures (OP) Framework 

View 

OP? 

Select Operating Procedures: (1) 

Initial Start Up 

Normal Operation 

Temporary Operation 

Emergency Shutdown = Turnaround J 

Safety and 

Health review 
(4) 

Condition for 
fmeJllency 

Shutdown (2) 

Steps 

Emergency 

Shutdown (2) 

Regulatory Requirements (29 CFR 1910.119) 

I 1910.119 (f)(!) 5 1910.119 (f)(iv) 

2 1910.119 (f)(l)(i) 6 1910.119 (f)(2) 

3 1910.119 (f)(l)(ii) 7 1910.119 (f)(3) 

4 1910.119 (f)( I )(iii) 8 1910.119 (f)(4) 

Explanation ofOP requirements for PSM: 

• Include Initial Startup, Normal Operations, and Normal Shutdown procedures 

for equipments 

• Specizy Emergency Shutdown and Emergency Operation procedures for 

equipment 

• Upload Startup After Turnaround/Emergency procedures and Safe Work 

Practices ofEquipments 
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3.1.3 Mechanical Integrity (MI) Framework 

Procedures (2) 

Training (3) 

Inspection & testing 
(4)(5)(6)(7){9) 

Pressure Vessels & Storage Tank 

PiDim! Svstems 

Relief and Vent Svstems and Devices 

Emergency Shutdown System 

Controls 

Regulatory Requirements (29 CFR 1910.119) 

1 1910.119 0)(1) 7 1910.1190)(4)(iv) 

2 1910.1190)(2) 8 1910.1190)(5) 

3 1910.1190)(3) 9 1910.119(j)(6)(i) 

4 1910.119ij)(4)(i) 10 1910.119ij)(6)(ii) 

5 1910.1190)(4)(ii) 11 1910.1190)( G)(iii) 

6 1910.1190)(4)(iii) 

Explanation ofMI requirements for PSM: 

• Upload written documents regarding Tests & Inspections of equipments, the 

frequency of inspections, Maintenance Materials and Spare Parts of 

equipments and its components 
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• Include Quality Assurance and Good Engineering Practices of equipments 

• SpecifY Equipment Deficiencies such as components failure in an equipment 

3.1.4 Pre-Startup Safety Review (PSSR) Framework 

:EtrorDiob; 
Eq1!iru;:Wt 
act•Jt~t! 

""" 

Che:ldl~ for design 

~iflca:icncomplia'll:e, 

S'i!IB:'/, 0pEratbn 
Maintena"~CeandEP 1n 
pJa:::e 1S1d a:!equate(2) 

, .. ,,., 
, 

---
Proc:es:; Hazard Ana}tSis(4) 

Sem ttem/Fa::mcits 

Upda:efa:ilties 

Che:kHSI: Tor deSi\gn 
spe~:Wicatbn complla1Ce, 

sa'ery, Operatbn 

MalnteflalCeand EP in 

pla::eand MeQtlate (2) ----··r·-·--· 
[__ ___ ~oc_1_4_1 _] 

Regulatory Requirements(29 CFR 1910.119) 

1 1910.119 (1) 

2 1910.119 (i)(2)(i) 

3 1910.119 (i)(2)(ii) 

4 1910.119 (i)(2)(iii) 

5 1910.119 (i)(2)(iv) 

Explanation ofPSSR requirements for PSM: 

• Include PSSR Procedure for easier review 

• Upload a blank PSSR Checklist/Form 

• Include Completed PSSR Checklist/Form for specific equipment 
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3.1.5 Management of Change (MOC) Framework 

-"i~e.~n::l::~· 

~e_; .. ipll":nu 
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..fll!eunl)• tim: ~=r~::t t: r d1llflliU 
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'-·~ 0Jt...:~l::pW1'itl:~~ ~r;;:::~"':-'lf 
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-:::---'';::"c__---oj ;:rj:.rt::Uart-~;:::<tthll pr-...-~:~t::r 
lff:;,::J:i Flll'!: ::f t.~ll pt;:,r;:Dlt:. thll 

::mpl:)'lll! in.·::J.oll:t 

:an til PSl~PF'D 
l!.l~ti 

Regulatory Requirements (29 CFR 1910.119) 

1 1910.119 (1)(1) 7 1910.119(1)(2)(v) 

2 1910.119(1)(2) 8 1910.119(1)(3) 

3 1910.119(1)(2)(i) 9 1910.119(1)(4) 

4 1910.119(1)(2)(ii) 10 1910.119(1)(5) 

5 1910.119(1 )(2 )(iii) 

6 1910.119(1)(2)(iv) 

Explanation ofMOC requirements for PSM: 

• Procedures should exist to require an assessment of the effects changes may 

have on safety and health 
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• The purpose, scope and objective for process changes must be documented 

• The technical basis for the change should include a description of why the 

change is necessary 

3.2 PSM FRAMEWORK FOR DATABASE ELEMENTS 

Before a particular element is being developed on the Process Safety 

Management System, a framework of the element must be developed initially to ease 

the interface development and avoid from making changes to the final interface. 

Other than that, the framework also enables us to have a clear image on how the 

particular element must be developed and the data required for the case studies. 

Below are the frameworks for the database elements developed so far before the 

commencement of interface development: 

3.2.1 Employee Participation Framework 

Ccnllult '~i~h ~ml)loyu 

Updi!t<!/Vhtwwrla:~a.=tlcn 

plan imlll!lmintill:ion of EP 

thll dh'~lopmtntofPSM 1-t-------' 
lll!lmMIU 

&i:k to PSAl-BD 
!l~!n!S 

Regulatory Requirements (29 CFR 1910.119) 

1910.119 (c) 1910.119(c)(2) 

1910.119(c)(1) 1910.119(c)(3) 
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3.2.2 Training Framework 
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3.2.3 Contractors Framework 
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M~inui~ a ~~~tracs: 
<~.mployu fnjur~ an::! 

illn~lli lo_g r~l~t11d to~~~~~ 

contra::tan work in 
~rc:!i~~ ~rtas. 
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Regulatory Requirements 
(29 CFR 1910.119) 

1910.119(g)(1)(i) 1910.119( 

g)(1)(ii) 

1910.119(g)(2) 1910.119( 

g)(3) 



Regulatory Requirements (29 CFR 1910.119) 

1 1910.119(h)(1) 7 1910.119(h)(2)(vi) 

2 1910.119(h)(2)(i) 8 1910.119(h)(3)(i) 

3 1910.119(h)(2)(ii) 9 1910.119(h)(3)(ii) 

4 1910.119(h)(2)(iii) 10 1910.119(h)(3)(iii) 

5 1910.119(h)(2)(iv) 11 1910.119(h)(3)(iv) 

6 1910.119(h)(2)(v) 12 1910.119(h)(3)(v) 

3.2.4 Hot Work Permit Framework 

Hot work means work involving electric or gas wielding, cutting, brazing or similar 

spark producing activities. The figure below shows the framework for permit: 

From PSM·PfD 
::lemenu 

avail~ble? 

• Upaate[View permit system <Nit has been issuea by 

employer for tle</Ct:~la v1ork, electrical or t:oni'ined spa(e 

entry operation condc~.;crea oo ar near a coverea proce~s. 

• For h!l'i: work ~rmit, upClate:/vievl OOCI.Iment in th::- hot 
wor!q:;ernlit SL<Ch u 

• ~prevention and pn:~tecriol'l ~quirl!merm 

-indicate the date(s) authorized for hot work 
·identify ttle object on wh\(h 1\0t work is to be performet~. 

Badl. to PSM·PFD 
e1emenu 

Regulatory Requirements (29 CFR 1910.119) 

Devt!op Permit s~stem 

1 11910.119(k)(1) 12 11910.119(k)(2) 
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3.2.5 Incident Investigation Framework 

• U P·Ut:t/..,i:tw in·.rett\;at'i:,n .:f s:h inci±! nt wh i.:h l':illlt:tlt 

in, .:l-t .:.::·u k! ~3:.::·n:l~t)' 1T c~ r!:SIIIt~l! in ; at:astr.:ptT 1;.: r::l:u: 
c:f hi,:ht~· h.az.aftl!,:,u .::h::mial Jn tiT=: ~rkpl~::. 
• N~t:.s: lnv:e.sti,;~l::>n in'itiat::d f:t.QffiFtl~· but·n~ lllt:~rttlan 

4a ha-uu. 

'" 
UfHI:iUl/"~i~~·~~ ;n 'inci!l=:nt in~·:mj;ati:ln tZ~m that c«~.slll:cfat 
'l!!:illt ~ne p:ttJC-nkn.:l't'Md.;st-~ in th:: f:·r.x::uin....:.t.'!!d 
ca;ntr,a.:t =:mpl:·~-== lftl't:! in.:::i:-!!nt ino~l~:tc! w~.rlc d th'.!c::.nUild:il' 
~.fl':lt.SC·nJ with ~·ropri~ lcn~:!lfS:t ,;.n-:t-.:xpe!ri::no::: t:: 
th:.::·r,:·u~t~· in>':t.liti~:: :an :I ;analtl::th:tin.::itll!m. 

Uj:-llat:t!••i:tw r=:pcruattl'l:: c:nchu/~.n d'irw:utJsatl:n whG! ind11d:t;;::. 
~D.:rt'::! dJn.:ir.h!nt..Oate in~.•:uti;;ti:ln ll::;;an -Jl.:!x:ripr:ie.n d inQII::nu
:::~"t::rJ tl'lat ~ntr"i"l<Ut;:, l!'ll:ili""U 

'" 

• Uj:~at:t/"••i:ew d.:t-Qjm::rrt:t:! ~·.stem that b.r:t lx!en ::rrtabf!CI'!t:l· 

1!1Cmf:tly .a:t:tr::.u o.mt r:u;)jd tiT:: 'illC:-;:bnt r=:pon:fin:lin;san:! 

t::!>::O:·IT'im:t nc:iati:: n s. 

• U!!.c:latl!{lli=:'>'l r!p::·I'Uthat h;t,•~ h!n tl!r~l!.m!:lwitll .:~11 :rff:~ett:! 

F"' rJ.~n n = 1 wh-:s = ,;.:,:: t.;ukl are~ r~=:·~cnn~ t~= lnQ:t.:nt fin:tin,;s 

in~;::ho:linso:::ntra.."t !·mpbr=:s wh~=- :~w:r~c~f::!. 

• !lep.:-ru r.n;in!i:l f.::.r fi,•:yecrl 

Bad: to ~!M·PFDj'' 
.tl~ti 

"---~--

Regulatory Requirements (29 CFR 1910.119) 

1 1910.119(m)(l) 7 1910.119(m)(2) 

2 1910.119(m)(3) 8 1910.119(m)(4)(i) 

3 1910.119(m)(4)(ii) 9 1910.119(m)(4)(iii) 

4 1910.119(m)(4)(iv) 10 1910.119(m)(4)(v) 

5 1910.119(m)(S) 11 1910.119(m)(6) 

12 1910.119(m)(7) 
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3.2.6 Emergency Planning & Response Framework 

Frcw.PSM-BD 

·~-

Upda~i!jvie.r; emef}ienc:v planning anli N!tpon;e 'VSt~ impl:!!lllentation of 

emergei'ICV action plan rorttr.: entire plant in accordar.~e with the provisions 

Of the lOCal 8uti'IOritv U 29 CFR 1910.38. It ~I\~ II ir"IUOe: -Procedures f~ 
h~ndlif1i ~mall releases. 

-Emp\oo;ers co..·~ed unl3i?:r this mnaara mav also be sllllje.::t to the 

Mlardous ~1aste and emeljencv res poll~ pr!lVi~ion~ ~omained in 19 CfR 

S:ad:10PSM-BD -... 

Regulatory Requirements (29 CFR 1910.119) 

1 11910.119(n) 

3.2. 7 Compliance Audit Framework 

• U.plbU/¥1..., e!lrtification that hiMtllun ... IYit!:<l:l <=C)(t'tplillfl~wilh tM 

p ra~ri~it:~nJ cfthi~ uai~nta ""'rifv thatth 1 proclt:1uras and pra,:tiou derw~::q:~ea 
~nliotrth!!rtandarO ar!lad!!::jLUt!! ar'td !I'll tltin&fllllaw!MI. 

• Updat!!/vi:!ll.'i at l!!ilit 111111 pitr1iorr inv..t~d and kn~wl:ldiiutlla in tl'l:l pn~~ai. 

"' 

• l.lpdM!!/viaw rapllltfimiinittlat ha-..4 ~a~n dfN~Iapiilt 

• l.lf!::l;rt!!/vi~ dilC.um.tnun ap!Jropriau nupgn~~ to ~a'h pfth~ findings oftiHI 

c"mptiam::!l ~~tlfit, ana ;;loc!MII911tthond"foci~n::i !1!1 h:w~ ta!ln 'err~. 

• Upo:latt/vilt<v ~!intian cfth!itwo r!Y.:llnt 'llmlllianQ:I to~tdit rllllart!. 
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Regulatory Requirements (29 CFR 1910.119) 

1 1910.119(0)(1) 4 1910.119(0)(4) 

2 1910.119(0)(2) 5 1910.119(0)(5) 

3 1910.119(0)(3) 

3.2.8 Trade Secret Framework 

From PSti>BO 
~lan~s 

• Update/vi!!w all trade: se::ret infarmat?.ln 1"1!1-QU.sarv t:::l cc.mplywitll the 

PSM rllq\JitS:m!ntto thl!! ptr~an 

...ftesponsib-1!! far :::ompinn!the PSI 

-Assittingin til!! da\lelopment ofthS: PH,4, 

..ftesponsible for dewlopingthe oP 
--lnvohri!d in ini:io:ltnt inv~atigns 

·Involved in eme,rt:enq- planning an ::I raspanse 
-lnvahtad in camplianat aui:lits 

• Nothing in this paragraph shan pr5ell.ldathaemplcy•ufrom raqLJitir'tgthe 

p!!rsartsto wham theinfurmatian is madeavailable wnder paragraph {p){l) 
afthis Sl!!ction ta ent&rinta ~onlidantiality agr~ments not to disclose the 

inf.:~rmatilln 

No 
s!llcratinfarmatian 

Upd =t.e./vi!!w only far emplay:H!S and thlllit di!!!igmtted rep~u:ntativ!!.5 th M ha~e accass m 

tra::ls s!!lcrat irrfo.rmation contain&d wll:hin thi proctw hazard analyBii and i::lth!ir 

docum!nt-s r!!lquir~dto t:l!d~v!liJPil!d t:lythisuandard. 

R..."ttml to PS1I~ 
BD~lm!nts 

Regulatory Requirements (29 CFR 1910.119) 

1 1910.119(p)(1) 
13 

11910.119(p)(3) 

2 1910.119(p)(2) 
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3.3 GANTT CHART OF PROJECT 

" I I.! 

'' ' 

3.4 TOOLS REQUIRED 

Listed below are tbe tools required for developing the PSM System. 

1. Microsoft Office Word & Power Point- To develop frameworks 

2. Microsoft Visual Basic -To develop system software 

3. Microsoft Access- To develop database 



CHAPTER 4: RESULTS & DISCUSSIONS 

Based on the framework developed on the methodology above, the process 

elements of two equipments in the Water-Natural Gas Separation System ofUTP 

which are the compressor V-470 and Water Tank V-450 were developed and the data 

was collected to comply with the standards set by OSHA. The table below shows the 

data collected for each element and equipment. 

4.1 PROCESS ELEMENTS 

Process Elements Compressor V-470 Water Tank V-450 

PHA ./ ./ 

PSI ./ ./ 

OP ./ ./ 

MI ./ ./ 

MOC ./ ./ 

PSSR ./ ./ 

The figure below shows the working prototype of the PSM system developed 

by using Microsoft Visual Basic. 
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Figure 4: The Main Interface of the PSM System 

The sub points below are some examples of the data collected for process 

elements of the particular equipments. Other data are provided in the appendix. 

4.1.1 Process Safety Information 

Process Safety Information data for both compressor V -470 and Water Tank V -450 

were gathered by various methods such as by operating manual reviews, experiment 

results, and direct interaction with the operator in charge at the lab. The figures 

below shows an example of the initial interface drafted to insert the gathered data. 

4.1.1 Process Safety Information for Compressor V-470 

• Example of Safe Operating Limits Interface of: 

PSM7 Process Elements 7 PSI 7 Compressor V-470 

Process Technology 

Figure 5: Safe Operating Limits Interface for Compressor V -470 

• Example of Electrical Classification for Water Tank V -450 

PSM 7 Process Elements 7 PSI 7 Water Tank V-450 
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No. . D1Jte SeW!~ CIIUiflcatforl 

'1 :os/03/1: llntrlr.ol~lorw-f"""V4S(I 

!0 
; C•»••-llomro>~~o<!"' 

I AIT-ltfl'f>"f 

.! 

Figure 6: Electrical Classification for Water Tank V -450 

The final working prototype interface of the PSM system-PSI: 

L-~~ I 
~I 

•i Add Now ... _. ., ..• ,.;;,Si: ' ; ·• ·• · ·:,: = §l-j 

Name of Olenical : NOOJral Gas 

eorro.tvly = vmc;.-,:·:.<J --;
Data : 2D10.5-1l 

Path: C:\\Projacl\·Prlmar;rfoml\;,~s\\p ~~e;;;-·1 

"'" I I ...., ! I """"" I 

Figure 7: Process Safety Information Interface on the PSM system 

4.1.2 Operating Procedures 

The operating procedures were produced for the equipment and uploaded in to the 

interface. The operating procedure consists of eight different criteria as mentioned in 

the methodology. The files are uploaded as a link at the interface and will open the 

particular document. The figure below shows some of the initial interface for the 

compressor V-470. 

• Example of Normal Operation Interface for Compressor V -4 70 

PSM ~Process Elements~ OP ~ CompressorV-470 
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Normal Operations 

~· Dateof 
No. Date , l1dt! LuUtk»l Certified by certtlkttllm 

'1 i 03/03/10! C-V47D i C:\UsersiPSM ... ) NM j 06/10/00 ' -- ~- - . - -' - -

Figure 8: Normal Operation OP for Compressor V-470 

Clicking on the link on the location tab opens the document: 

Figure 9: Normal Operation Documents for Compressor V-470 

The fmal working prototype interface of the PSM system- Operating Procedures: 

--1_____!_~--~~-------J 
[r.....,-.1 

~~~~~ 
~-~~-J 

1-=-~1 

1 ... =-1 
I Sa'o Work Pradlcel ] 

. 
• 

Figure I 0: Operating Procedures Interface on the PSM system 
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4.1.3 Mechanical Integrity 

The mechanical integrity data of compressor and water tank were produced 

and uploaded in to the interface. The data and information for mechanical 

integrity of the equipments were gathered from various sources such as the 

equipment guidelines, instruction manuals and contract documentations. The 

figure below shows the working prototype of the Mechanical Integration 

element in the PSM System. 

Mechanical Integrity 

I r-. I 
l_, ...... ~ 

~~~~~ 
[Good~~ 
I """""' ,...,.;.,. I 
!. Quallyhiu~ ___! 

I ""'.-oo"""" .. J ~ ~lllbl M4 Ecy.;pmenz 

--
,.,..---

-~ Certi!O<Itlr: ..,_ 
~I ""'"':J[~--=-J 

~-] 

Figure II: Mechanical Integrity Interface on PSM System 

4.1.4 Pre-Startup Safety Review (PSSR) 

,_, 
~--~1 

I_~ 

The pre-startup safety review element contains two major sections which are 

PSSR Procedure and PSSR checklist I form. The procedure contains the 

guidelines on how a PSSR checklist should be filled and audited. The figure 

below shows the interface of the PSSR menu in the PSM system. 

~~··-~;a:;~~~gR~ 
~~~~~~:::::=§lo~I~@~&AAw~l·'i[ --~~~~~~~~~ ;:) Pre-Star!UpSll_fetyR....~-~;'· .............._II_[ j. -au _.,._ ~""""'" ""'""""" 

Pre-S!Muil~etvRevlew l·J-NoWCPCF .J;i; ',- '~ 

~I 

[!'SsRO~/F,;;-} 
I U...:'>ill'Jli -·-,-· 

',..._..,__. 

Figure 12: Interface ofPSSR of the PSM System 
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The implementation of these PSM elements for the High Gravitational 

Natural Gas Dehumidification Unit ofUniversiti Teknologi Petronas various type of 

effectiveness has been made in a very short period. Its full effectiveness can be 

tabulated after the full application. The number of major industrial accident including 

the number of fatalities can be reduced after PSM implementation. 

4.2 DATABASE ELEMENTS 

Database Elements Information/Data 

Employee Participation ./ 

Training ./ 

Contractors ./ 

Hot Work Permit ./ 

Incident Investigation ./ 

Emergency Planning & Response ./ 

Compliance Audit ./ 

Trade Secret ./ 

4.2.1 Employee Participation (EP) 

The employee participation (EP) database element enables employers to 

upload a written plan of action regarding the access to process hazards analyses and 

to all other information required to be developed under this standard. The figure 

below shows the screenshot of the proposed employee participation interface. 

Figure 13: Screenshot of Employee Participation draft interface 

Docmnents such as the training report, equipment inspection results and PHA data 

are uploaded in the EP interface to comply with the requirements. 
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4.3 DATABASE ANALYSIS 

Some of the databases in the system are not available in the lab or insufficient 

data were provided by the manufacturer. The author and administrator of the laboratory 

need to develop the data according to the requirement of the regulation and this also proves 

that this tool can aid the administrator to recognize which of document they are lacking and 

require complying with the regulations. 

It is also very vital for the administrator to have vast knowledge in process and safety 

studies as it revolves around hazardous chemicals and highly perilous processes. Besides 

that, the administrator must also be able to differentiate between parameters such as node, 

system and equipment, where the administrator will be handling various tasks such as 

uploading, arranging and editing data. Knowledge of safety and health related issues are also 

necessary when the administrators are utilising the system as they need to resolve the other 

elements of particular database to its appropriate requirements. 

CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION & RECCOMENDATIONS 

5.1 CONCLUSION 

Process Safety Management System (PSM) is an integral part of a chemical 

plant and its importance is very elevated since preventive measures for big accidents 

such as the Bhopal disasters can be developed. The PSM development for the High 

Gravitational Natural Gas Dehumidification Unit ofUniversiti Teknologi Petronas 

can be a benchmark for future Petronas Safety Management integrations. 

Inclusions of all obligatory elements in Process Safety Management System 

are very imperative in the development of a dependable chemical process system. 

Regulations and standards set by several safety administrations like OSHA has made 

the addition ofHSE elements such as Process Safety Information, Operation 

Procedures & Mechanical Integrity. 
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The case study of implementing PSM system in High Gravitational Natural 

Gas Dehydration Unit Lab showed that the programme has been very highly efficient 

and have a constructive response, where the user can easily retrieve the data after the 

database was completed. The users are also provided with simple and efficient steps 

to add information and data. The task of complying the required standards was 

simplified by the need to only upload the supporting data where the main framework 

specifies. On the whole, the PSM system was practical and convenient. With more 

upgrades, tweaks and add-ons this system can benefit an organisation to a very high 

extent and can also avoid major accidents from occurring. 

5.2 RECOMMENDATIONS 

Process Safety Management System is a very novel and crucial part of 

chemical plants, thus its development must be improvised and up to standards. One 

of the improvisations which need to be done is the interactivity of the data uploaded 

in the system. For example, the user must be able to edit or render some of the 

document or data in the system by using Microsoft Word or Excel in order to gain 

full advantage of the system. This can be done by doing more research on Microsoft 

visual basic and its programming language. 

Besides that, the system can also be improvised by adding a "note" colunm to 

enable the users to comment or type suggestions on each element. By adding this 

feature any flaws or wrong data can be easily traced and notified to the moderator. 
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APPENDIX A- Flowchart and Milestone Attachment 

1. 

2. 

Figure 4: Process Flow Diagram of the High Gravitional Natural Gas 
Dehumidification, Feed System 

N• Dtt:nDIWetli; I 1 7 • 10 11 12 13 l.f 

·'··· ~~~~u~_!!f~r~t-~~~" 

Sub~ uf Pt~• R....4JQ:t e 

~§§§!!EE833~ t=t=u=s ~ct Work - I==J= 
~'+~~,~~·~~~~~~.m~r~-~~~~··~~~~~-----+--+--r-~_, __ ,_-t--o~·~~~ r-~_,--+-~_, 
.L S•n!\.~(cl>ll~s!ffi .. _ _ . --·~ ····---- __ !----- _______ -~- -~----- "' ·----·- --+-- __ 

~-~f--t~-+~~ --~--~- :ii ~m~ 
S ~uflnl~fu: ~tfltUII.Dtaft ~ e 

-~studyw~:ek 

Figure 5: Gantt Chart & Milestones 



3. 

Symbol 

Name 

Symbol (Alternate Symbol Description 
Shape 

Name) 

Terminator Terminators show the start and stop points in a process. When used 
i (Terminal as a Start symbol, terminators depict a trigger action that sets the 

' I 

Point, Oval) process flow into motion. 

CJ Process 
Show a Process or action step. This is the most common symbol in 

both process flowcharts and business process maps. 

A Predefined Process symbol is a marker for another process step 

or series of process flow steps that are formally defined elsewhere. 

[_] 
Predefined This shape commonly depicts sub-processes (or subroutines in 

Process programming flowcharts). If the sub-process is considered "known" 

(Subroutine) but not actually defined in a process procedure, work instruction, or 

some other process flowchart or documentation, then it is best not 

to use this symbol since it implies a formally defined process. 

Indicates a question or branch in the process flow. Typically, a 

Decision Decision flowchart shape is used when there are 2 options (Yes/No, 

No/No-Go, etc.) 

Data 
The Data flowchart shape indicates inputs to and outputs from a 

' process. As such, the shape is more often referred to as an 1/0 
(1/0) 

shape than a Data shape. 

Document 
Pretty self explanatory- the Document flowchart shapes any 

" .. ~· " - process flow step that produces a document. 
~ 

.. 
Figure 6: Flowchart Symbol Defimt1on 



APPENDIX B- Data Collected for Process Elements of 

Compressor V-470 and Water Tank V-450 

Process Hazard Analysis 

Team Members 

1. Assoc. Prof. Dr Azmi Mohd Shariff 

2. Dr Lau Kok Keong 

3. Nurhayati Mellon (Head Of Operations) 

4. Mohd. Rafizie Bin Roslan 

5. Lavin Raj A/L S.Krishnan 

Assoc. Prof. Dr Dr Lau Kok Keong 

Azmi Mohd Shariff 

I 

Nurhayati Mellon 

Mohd. Rafizie Bin 

Roslan 

PHA Meeting 

1. 12/02/2010 Development of Fault Tree Analysis for Compressor 

2. 17/02/2010 Operation & Maintenance Review & Discussion 

Process Hazards 

1. Highly Compressed Gases with large amount of energy 

2. Rotating Machine Parts 

3. Exposed Wires & Live Parts 

4. Electrical Protective Conductors 

*Link to A.pdf 
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Previous Incidents 

1. Small leakage in gas outlet 

PHA Schedule 

1. Development of HAZOP- 26/04/2010 

2. Safety Audit- 4/06/2010 

3. Checklist Assessment- 17/07/2010 

Human Factor 

1. Storage of inflammable materials near compressor unit 

2. Interruption of electrical protective conductors 

3. Replacement of bolts after work in panel 

4. Smoking nearby the equipment 

5. Wrong order of procedure 

Facility Siting 

1. Away at least 15metres from possible heat/spark producing devices, equipments or 

area 

2. Strictly No Smoking Area 

3. No direct access to Unauthorised/General Workers 

4. Easily manoeuvrable and accessible 

Control Measures 

1. Carry out maintenance & repair on vented pressure system in case of gas leakage 

2. Covers and guards must not be removed of rotating machine parts 

*Link to B.pdf 

HSE Effect 

1. High Pressure Explosion leading to big fire 

2. High voltage Electric Shock 

3. Injuries due to rotating equipments 

4. Health issues and vulnerability to fire thru leakage of gases 
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Process Safety Information 

Codes & Standards for Compressor V470 

I. WO-AD -2007-001 

2. WI-SV-2009-001 
3. WI-MF-2008-004 

4. DIN EN ISO 10440-1 
5. ISO 10440-1 
6. CSA 12.8-00-02 

Electrical Classifications for Compressor V470 

Class 1- Flammable Gas 

Group D- Natural Gas 

?:'rflJ.:ill, Hl}o~"::CS 

Q.l!'::.:l 

~~p~!"r:.1 

Division 2- Presence of Natural Gas at abnormal conditions 

AIT -1076 °F 
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Material of Construction for Compressor V 470 

1. Cast Iron (Head) 
2. Forged Carbon Steel 
3. Forged aluminium alloy with Teflon/carbon piston rings (Piston) 
4. Stainless steel (Valves) 

Consequences of Deviation for Compressor V470 

No. Date Deviation Consequences 

1 12/10/09 Temperature Explosion and fire 

2 12/10/09 Pressure Explosion 

Safe Operating limit for compressor V470 

No. Op. Parameter Lower Limit Upper Limit 

1 Temperature (oF) -40 140 

2 Pressure (bar) 10 410 

Maximum Intended Inventory for Compressor V470 

No Date Item Maximum Inventory 

1 24/02/2010 Natural Gas Cylinder 2 

2 07/03/2010 Fire Extinguisher Type ABC 2 

3 07/03/2010 Lubrication Oil V470 2 

Operating Procedures 

Initial Startup of Compressor V-470 

With the compressor online and ~II alarms c:eared the screen wili indicaie "Re<~dy :o Rur( and the green :amp 1n 
the compressor skid will bA fle5hing. If the storage pressure b the s~lected stora~w bank/s Croas below the 
selected start pressure t.'"le machine will start. The cooler fan will start: the recovery :ank valve w!l! open if the 
suction line requires more pressure. After 10 seconds the suction valve will open and 2 seconds after that the 
main motor or engine will start_ The main motor is given about. 5 seconds to ramp up to speec nnd 3tert 
eomi)res.sing. The recovery tank vatve will re-open (if il was dosed) feeding any recovery Lank :3as back into lhe 

suctton lint!. 
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Normal Operations 

1'J 2.1. Starting 

VV :h 11·•; 1.>:• tOfl:~~..:-r r.>flli ,,. ;1o · i!li .tf,w:o:·- c:···a·•·t :h(• ~:::rr·ron '-"'·; , .. dicc•:•J "f'r·il'' -, ~-ur ·nr 'h"' ,··.~~--
tho:- {\"lr"o:>rr:s;mr sk:C <t,ill be ~<t~hi'r[l ;1 :h~ ::;tc-~a[l6 pr~s~ure 1fr 111r; ~-':11:1~~,.';:1 ,:ora:·· t'_-: '·c1~ f!":l~~ !.!"•':,~, 'hP 
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Mechanical Integrity 

Frequency of Test & Inspection for Compressor V-470 

No. Date Type Rec. Freq Reference file 

1 Compressor V-470 Filters 2 Weeks WI-AD-2008-04(i) 

2 CompressorV-470 Relief Valves 1 Year WI-AD-2008-04(ii) 

3 Compressor V-470 Recovery Tank 3 Weeks WI-AD-2008-04(iii) 

4 Compressor V-470 Technical 6 Months WI-AD-2008-04 (a) 
Inspection 

5 Water Tank V-450 Technical 1 Year API-653 
Inspection 

Good Engineering Practices 

No. Date Documents 
1 

2 
3 
4 

5 

6 
7 

ASTM F1052- 09 Standard Test Method for Pressure Testing Vapour 
Protective Ensembles 

WI-AD-2008-004-Natural Gas Compressor Safety Manual 

NFPA 22 Standard for Water Tanks for Private Fire Protection 
DIN EN ISO 10440-1-Natural Gas Industries-Gas Compressor Safety 

47 CFR 73.508- Standards of good engineering practice for Chemical 
Plants 
NFPA 30 Flammable and Combustible Liquids Code 

ASTM E487-09- Standard Test Method for Constant-Temperature 
Stability Of Chemical Materials in Chemical Plants 

Training for Baromia Process Eguipments f Water Tank V-4501 

Date: 07 November 2010 

Participants: Nurhayati Mellon, Mohd. Rafizie Bin Roslan, Lavin Raj A/L S.Krishnan 

Training Module: 

,.. Screw Tank Hardware and Components 

,. Storage Process 

ir Fire Hazards 

,. Oil Management 

,.. Troubleshooting and Maintenance 

,.. Other Safety Issues 

" Case Studies 
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Water Tank V-450 Inspection Result 

Customer: Universiti Teknologi Petronas 

Model# 2465 SUPf2 

Serial # 0235438 

Customer Report and/or Complaint : 

Analysis of Failure: Refer Attachment 

Date of Inspection: 03/02/2010 

Inspected by: N.M 

VALVE CONDITION OK CHROMED XXXX METALIZED 

VALVE SPINDLE OK 

CONDITION OF PIPINGS 

(M) Worn (M) OK 

(F) Worn (F) OK 

SUCTION HEAD Good 

APPROXIMATE OPERATION HOURS N/A 

FLANGES PRESENT: 

Suction Yes Discharge Yes 
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Management Of Change 

MOCFonn 

Date Of Submission I 
I , ' __ ;, ' < ,i' '<,'' ,:,· ' !lli!ilf ' ' ,, ,_' _.-_,,,, ,' ,:_ ' 

Activity Mechanical Changes in Compressor V-<170 
Reference Number 3000 HP NGC/001 
Details: Change of compressor block pistons to manage higher pressure of gas 

Reference Documents: IMW Natural Gas Comgressor Block Maintenance Result 

Reviewer Name: JCH 
J:mail: jacko@petronas.edu.my 

Signiltl.lfC I '<.::·;:..----
()/d\_/',j 
I , I 
_, \) 

Good Engineering Practices 

No. Date Documents 
1 05/12/2009 ASTM F1052- 09 Standard Test Method for Pressure Testing Vapour 

Protective Ensembles 

2 05/12/2009 WI-AD-2008-004-Natural Gas Compressor Safety Manual 

3 05/12/2009 NFPA 22 Standard for Water Tanks for Private Fire Protection 

4 08/03/2010 DIN EN ISO 10440-1-Natural Gas Industries-Gas Compressor Safety 

5 OS/03/2010 47 CFR 73.508- Standards of good engineering practice for Chemical Plants 

6 27/03/2010 NFPA 30 Flammable and Combustible Liquids Code 

7 27/03/2010 ASTM E4S7-09- Standard Test Method for Constant-Temperature Stability Of 

Chemical Materials in Chemical Plant> 
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Pre-Startup Safety Review 

PSSR Guidelines 

PSSR is au abbreviation for Pre-stm1up saiety review, au element in OSHA's Process Saiety 
Management (PSJ\f) regulatiollS. These regulations require thm the employer shall perform a 
PSSR for new facilities and ibr modified facilities when the modiilcatiou i:; significant 
enough to require a change in the process safety information. 

Process Technical Services can provide ex"j)erienced and qualiiled persollliel that have either 
lead or pru.1icipated as a member ofPSSR teams. and are available to help clients. 

OSHA suggests that for new processes, the employer will lind a PHA (Process Hazards 
Analysis) help tit! in improving the design and construction of the process from a reliability 
and quality point of view. The safe operation ofthe new process will be enhanced by making 
use of the PHA reconllllendations beibre final installations are completed. P&IDs are to be 
completed along with having the operating procedures in place and the operating staff trained 
to nmthe process before stm1up. The initial stanup procedures and normal operating 
procedures need to be thlly evaluated as part of the PSSR to as;>ue a sate transfer into the 
normal operating mode ibr meeting the process parameters. 
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